This paper presents and evaluates methodologies for the segmentation or grouping of items and the subsequent setting of their inventory policies in a large-scale multi-item inventory system. Conventional inventory segmentation techniques such as ABC analysis are often limited to using demand and cost when segmenting the inventory into groups for easier management. Other attributes may be of functional and operational importance when deciding inventory control policies. Considering other attributes while forming item-groups may ensure group policies that achieve the desired performance metrics for a given inventory system while respecting cost considerations. Two segmentation methodologies, (Multi-Item Group Policies (MIGP) and Grouped Multi-Item Individual Policies (GMIIP), that use statistical clustering algorithms were developed and compared to the conventional ABC analysis technique. An empirical evaluation of these techniques via a set of experiments was performed. The analysis indicates that these new techniques can improve inventory management for large-scales systems when compared to ABC analysis.
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Introduction
Williams and Tokar (2008) provide a review of inventory management issues that have appeared in the literature. They classify the literature into the inventory models, collaboration control, stock out assumptions, and demand assumptions. An important issue that has been missing in the literature is the modeling of large-scale inventory systems. Large-scale inventory systems have as their primary characteristic a significant number of SKUs. A SKU is an individually managed item type, for which a quantity of inventory is stored and managed at a particular location. Only 17 years ago, Moore and Cox (1992) considered issues in forecasting for large-scale inventory systems, with examples that ranged between only 250 and 80,000 SKUs. Today, many inventory systems easily have hundreds of thousands of SKUs. For example, Lowe's Companies, Inc. was recently given a Voluntary Interindustry Commerce Solutions (VICS) achievement award for being able to "forecast demand for more than 42 million store/SKUs, creating a time-phased, flexible approach to adjusting to changing consumer demand, and sharing the data with suppliers" (Margulis (2009) ).
In very large inventory systems, it may not be feasible to set stock levels and service control guidelines for each individual item. Inventory management resources may be better utilized by managing the "significant few" and not the "trivial many". Such an approach to inventory management may be achieved by the classification and grouping of inventory items and subsequent assignment of inventory policies according to the characteristics of a group. Classification systems serve to prioritize inventory items by certain criteria and allow expenditure of management resources in proportion to an item's value in the system.
The characteristics of the groups of items formed depend upon the type and number of attributes considered while forming the groups. Conventional grouping techniques like ABC analysis give importance to the cost and demand volume attributes of items during grouping. Techniques such as group technology give importance to the physical attributes of items during grouping so as to achieve convenience during manufacturing operations, not necessarily for inventory policy determination. There are several other attributes of items in inventory systems that are critical in deciding inventory policies. These attributes are of operational significance when it comes to meeting strategic and operational objectives. In order to obtain balanced, practical, and operationally useful groups of items in an inventory system, it is important to consider item-attributes that contribute to inventory management goals.
Clustering is a technique that is used to classify objects into groups based on their attributes. Different clustering techniques are defined depending on the mathematical algorithms used to classify objects into groups. The basic objective of clustering algorithms is to form groups of objects that exhibit minimum within-group variability and maximum between-group variability. The concept of clustering can be applied to the inventory segmentation problem to form groups of items that have similar inventory policy parameters. Selecting appropriate item attributes to be used in the clustering algorithm is important to obtain groups of items that show high homogeneity between items in a given group. Once such groups of items are formed, common inventory policies for all the items in a group may be applied. This may enhance managerial convenience for overall system control since it is necessary to determine policies and manage only a small number of "groups of items" instead of managing every item individually.
On the other hand, because group policies are used instead of individual policies while managing inventory items, there is a loss of identity for the items. This loss of identity suggests a penalty cost that has to be incurred as a result of using group policies instead of individual policies. Also, there might be an undesired change in the values of several performance metrics if the penalty cost is minimized. It is important that the groups resulting from the application of segmentation or clustering techniques still meet the cost and performance goals. The managerial convenience obtained by grouping items has to be traded-off with the penalty cost and performance metric values associated with the system. This is a challenge for inventory managers and strategic planners.
From this paper, the reader should develop a better understanding of the issues and trade-offs involved in inventory segmentation for large-scale inventory systems. In addition to explaining and illustrating many of the issues, this paper develops and compares methodologies for segmenting inventory for multi-item single echelon largescale inventory systems. Two new segmentation methodologies (Multi-item Group Policies, MIGP and Grouped Multi-item Individual Policies, GMIIP) that use statistical clustering algorithms are compared to the conventional ABC analysis technique. The examination of a multi-item single echelon large-scale inventory system allows an analysis without the complications of having to set policies in a multi-echelon setting and provides a foundation for addressing large-scale multi-item, multi-echelon systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, background on the inventory segmentation problem is presented by reviewing relevant literature. Section 3 describes the methods (MIGP and GMIIP) for segmenting and assigning the inventory policies. Section 4, presents the experimental procedures and discusses the results.
Finally, Section 5 summarizes the findings and discusses the possibilities for future research.
Background and Literature Review
In large supply networks (e.g. Wal-Mart, US-Navy, etc.) hundreds of thousands of items are stocked at a single location or echelon within a larger supply chain. These types of inventory systems (e.g. multi-echelon, multi-item) with millions of items throughout the network are considered large-scale inventory systems. Calculating the optimal inventory policy parameters for large-scale inventory systems is a computational burden that necessitates the need for efficient policy setting techniques that reduce the computational time, and at the same time improve the ability of inventory managers to more effectively manage the supply chain. Because of these challenges extensive research has been performed on how to optimally set inventory policy parameters within these contexts.
The purpose here is not to review that body of work. The reader interested in that topic can refer to Deuermeyer and Schwarz, (1981) , Svoronos and Zipkin (1988) In this background section, the discussion is focused on two papers that are directly relevant to this paper: Hopp et al. (1997) and Cohen and Ernst (1986) . Hopp et al. (1997) and subsequently Hopp and Spearman (2001) serve as the basis for the policy setting methodology used in this paper in order to test the effectiveness of the inventory segmentation techniques.
Research on grouping methods within inventory systems dates at least back to 1981 where Chakravarty (1981) examined classifying SKUs into a few manageable groups that have a common order cycle or common order quantity. The approach involves finding a common policy parameter given a pre-specified number of items in each group. The grouping problem was formulated as a non-linear program and solved via dynamic programming. The results confirm the common notions of ABC classification found in industry. Leonard and Roy (1995) call for the gap between inventory theory and practice to be reduced by having "items grouped into coherent families using a structure of attributes which are both theoretical and practical" and then Cohen and Ernst (1986) is the first paper (to our knowledge) that begins to address the inventory segmentation problem and its implications. Cohen and Ernst (1986) developed a methodology to group spare parts based on statistical clustering constrained by operational performance criteria, which they termed (ORG) for operational relevant groups. Their clustering technique considers many attributes used in functional grouping going beyond the conventional cost and volume attributes used in ABC analysis. The paper uses a classical statistical grouping problem that attempts to assign items to groups with the following properties: minimum within group variance for each variable, maximum between group variance for each variable, and a limited or constrained number of groups. The paper uses statistical techniques to try to maximize the degree of dissimilarity (D) amongst the groups based on the proportion of variance accounted for by the clusters. The statistical clustering problem, as described in the paper, then requires finding the set of clusters that maximize D subject to a constraint on the maximum number of groups. Cohen and Ernst (1986) suggest three steps to solve this optimization problem: sample selection and preliminary data analysis, data reduction by factor analysis, and group generation by cluster analysis. The paper gives a method to balance the cost penalties and the loss of individual item identity due to grouping against the reduction in computational and managerial efforts due to grouping. The operations based analysis described in the paper has two objectives: (1) find the groups that minimize the cost/and operational performance penalty for group based generic control policies, and 2) restrict the maximum number of groups to be less than or equal to a managerial and computational maximum. The grouping problem was then reformulated to be operationally constrained. The revised grouping problem attempts to minimize the total number of groups subject to a constraint on the maximum operational penalty.
The revised problem of Cohen and Ernst (1986) has a non-linear constraint and was solved using a special hierarchical approach. The membership function was determined using discriminant analysis and Euclidean distance coefficients were used as a measure of dissimilarity amongst groups. The paper gives consideration to the impact of the grouping scheme on the policies to be developed with the aid of the groups. The experiments conducted for the inventory system of a vehicle manufacturer using the ORG technique showed superior results when compared to conventional grouping techniques.
The need to define groups in a manner that reflects trade-offs among statistical performance, operational performance, data needs, and computational requirements is the key connection to the work presented here. This research also uses statistical clustering, but trying to fully solve the clustering problem and the policy-setting problem at the same time is not attempted. The methodology presented in this paper is meant to be heuristic and primarily illustrative, but certainly points to how segmenting and policy setting can be integrated. The idea is straightforward: segment the items, set inventory policies, and examine the cost penalties associated with resulting groups. In order to set the inventory policies, the methodology presented in Hopp and Spearman (2001) 
Subject to
The resulting mathematical program attempts to minimize the total inventory holding cost subject to expected annual order frequency and expected number of For a large-scale inventory system, deciding optimal inventory policies expends much computational time and resources. The idea behind inventory segmentation procedures is to group items into families based on some important attributes, and then apply common generic control policies to those part-families. This may greatly reduce the computational and operational efforts required in managing the items. In an inventory segmentation process, the idea is to group items that are "most" similar together. So the attribute values for items in the same group will be similar but not exactly alike. This within-group similarity between items in the same group depends on the level of similarity at which the groups are formed using clustering algorithms. So there is bound to be at least some minor dissimilarity between items in the same group.
If common inventory policies are applied to items in the same group, then a cost penalty will result because optimal policies are not set individually. It is important to note that there is a loss of identity for items due to using group policies. The loss of identity by items can be measured by a penalty cost and/or undesired change in the values of performance metrics when group policies are used instead of individual policies. As the number of groups increases, the more will be the similarity between items in the same group and hence less will be the loss of identity for items. But at the same time managing a larger number of groups means less managerial convenience while managing inventory and hence less benefit from inventory segmentation. This trade-off between the effect of the loss of identity of the items and the benefits of segmentation is of key interest in this paper.
Most of the conventional inventory classification techniques such as ABC
analysis consider only limited number of attributes while forming classes of items. This research examines inventory segmentation techniques that consider operationally relevant attributes while classifying inventory items. Also, this research focuses on establishing an effective trade-off between managerial convenience via clustering with the penalty cost and overall supply chain goals as a result of using group policies. The next section presents methodologies that allow the examination of these trade-offs.
Inventory Segmentation Methods
In this paper the inventory segmentation methods are applied to the control of single echelon, multi-item, large-scale inventory systems. The basic approach is: 1) cluster the items into groups, 2) apply inventory policy setting algorithms, and 3) measure the cost/performance trade-offs. This section describes the specifics of these steps. Since the approaches depend upon clustering it is important to start with the underlying characteristics of the inventory systems.
Characteristics of the Inventory Systems
Based on the characteristics of items in an inventory system, inventory systems can be categorized into different types. For example, an inventory system might consist primarily of repairable items, consumable items, perishable items, or some combination of these types of items. Each of these types of inventory system will have definite characteristics when the item attribute values and the relationships between the attributes are considered. Thus, to perform the segmentation of the items, the different attributes of the items need to be considered.
This research considers inventory systems that can be roughly classified as repairable, consumable or both. Table 1 summarizes the assumptions regarding the characteristics of the different types of inventory systems while Table 2 quantifies the attributes that are considered. In Table 1 , repairable item inventory systems have items that are characterized by high unit costs, low average annual demand, high replenishment lead times, low mean lead time demand, high variance of lead time demand, high desired fill rate, high essentiality values, and high criticality values. The quantification of attribute categories is based on a study of datasets used by Deshpande et al. (2003) in their study on the inventory system of the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). In Table 2 , the attribute value categories are given. For example, from Table 2 , it can be noted that if the attribute category value of unit cost for items in a given inventory system is defined as high, the items in such an inventory system should have unit cost values ranging from $50,000 to $100,000. The other attributes and their categories can be interpreted in a similar fashion. These attributes and categories for the different types of inventory systems will be used during the clustering analysis and as part of a data generation procedure used in the experiments to make inferences concerning how well the segmentation methods perform for different types of systems and item types. Table 1 and Table 2 placed near here
Assuming an inventory system that has many items that have the characteristics given in Table 1 and 2, the next step is to consider methods for grouping or clustering the items and setting policies
Issues related to Grouping or Clustering the Items
The most frequently used inventory classification scheme is ABC inventory classification. This classification is based on ranking the items by the product of each item's annual demand and its unit cost. Typically, approximately 20% of items account for about 80% of the total annual dollar usage (Silver et al. (1998) ). Classification of items is also often performed within the application of group technology, primarily based on physical or other characteristics that are important in the production process. The type of groups obtained using such techniques may satisfy limited goals of the overall supply chain; however, in practice there may be many other objectives that need to be satisfied.
Thus, it is important to try to group items based on additional operationally and functionally important attributes so as to obtain practical groups. Clustering algorithms, which have not been traditionally applied to the area of inventory management, can be used for this purpose.
The main clustering method used in this research is the Unweighted Pair Group Method Using Arithmetic Averages or the UPGMA clustering method. During the experimentation, the performance of the K-means clustering algorithm is also examined.
Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) was used for the clustering of the datasets.
Romesberg (1984) gives the steps in clustering problems: 1) attribute selection, 2) data matrix formation and standardization, 3) computing similarity metrics, and 4) forming the clusters. In addition, Romesberg (1984) describes the UPGMA and K-means algorithms.
UPGMA is a hierarchical form of clustering. In a hierarchical clustering technique the data are not partitioned into a particular number of classes or clusters at a single step.
Instead the classification consists of a series of partitions, which may run from a single cluster containing all individuals, to n clusters each containing a single individual. The key issues for this research are 1) attribute selection, 2) the number of clusters, and 3) similarity metrics. The attributes examined are given in Table 1 forming groups is available, the next important issue is how to incorporate the groups into a policy setting procedure. The next two sections discuss alternative methods for when and how to use the groups in the inventory segmentation problem.
Multi-Item Group Policies (MIGP) Inventory Segmentation
The inventory segmentation problem is how to form groups and how to set policies. The MIGP methodology: 1) groups inventory items based on some attributes using a clustering algorithm, 2) determines an inventory policy for each group (i.e. determines a group policy), and 3) has each item within each group use the group policy for its individual inventory policy. In this approach, then applying a group policy may not cause a significant increase in total cost or decrease in performance when compared to solving each item's optimal policy parameters. In addition, it is easier to manage a smaller number of groups than potentially hundreds of thousands of individual items.
Grouped Multi-Item Individual Policies (GMIIP) Inventory Segmentation
In the MIGP inventory segmentation methodology, after the items are grouped a group policy deciding criteria is applied and then the optimization problem is solved on the groups. The GMIIP segmentation methodology implements the same logical steps as the MIGP segmentation methodology with one major change. Instead of using a group policy deciding criteria, the GMIIP methodology calculates individual inventory policies for every item within the groups. The statistical clustering algorithm serves the purpose of providing inventory groups that are versatile, practical, and operationally useful. Once the right number and type of groups are formed, these groups are treated as separate subproblems for the multi-product backorder model.
The complex problem involving policy calculations for a large number of items has now been broken down into several smaller problems. This permits each sub problem to be more readily (quickly) solved. While this achieves managerial convenience with some extra computational cost to solve each sub problem, the items do not lose their total identity because they have their own individual policies. The only loss of identity that the items experience is due to the interactions in the multi-item backorder model. This is because the sub-problems are solved individually and the items within different groups no longer compete within the constraints. Thus, the GMIIP segmentation methodology makes it possible to eliminate one major factor for the loss of identity of the items. At the same time (hopefully) achieving more practical and operationally useful inventory groups than those formed by the conventional inventory grouping techniques like ABC analysis.
The GMIIP technique may yield an inventory segmentation solution that gives a lower penalty cost than the MIGP technique but with increased computation.
In the next section, a set of experiments is used to understand the effectiveness of the MIGP and GMIIP methods by computing the penalty cost and computation times associated with any loss of optimality for not solving the entire multi-item back order problem.
Experiments and Results
This section discusses the experiments and the results of the analysis. The overall goal is to gain insights by comparing the performance of the MIGP, GMIIP and ABC analysis techniques with respect to performance metrics like penalty cost, execution time for policy calculations, fill rate and customer wait time. The clustering process can be sensitive to the characteristics of the inventory system, thus it is also important to examine the factors involved in the inventory segmentation process for different types of inventory systems when considering the effectiveness of the segmentation procedures. In order to be able to test the performance of the methods, a procedure is needed that can generate problem instances for the segmentation processes.
Data Generation Procedure
A procedure to generate problem instances for testing purposes was developed based on the discussion in Section 3 (Tables 1 and 2 ). In order to develop a method to generate artificial datasets that contain relationships between the generated values of various attributes some assumptions between the attributes based on experience and Deshpande et al. (2003) were made:
• The average annual demand is inversely proportional to the unit cost of an item.
• The average annual demand is inversely proportional to the replenishment lead-time.
• The average annual demand directly proportional to the mean demand during the replenishment lead-time.
• The average annual demand is directly proportional to the variance of demand during the replenishment lead-time.
• The average annual demand is directly proportional to the essentiality of the item.
• The average annual demand is directly proportional to the criticality of the item.
• The average annual demand is directly proportional to the desired fill rate of the item.
These assumptions are based on reasonable intuitive notions that are expected in typical inventory system datasets. For example, high demand items will tend to have low unit costs. In addition, high demand items tend to have lower lead times. For high demand items, it is intuitive that the mean demand during the lead-time and the variance of demand during the lead-time will tend to be high and hence these two attributes were considered to be directly proportional to the attribute "demand". Highly essential items will be procured more and hence they tend to have a high annual demand. Similarly highly critical items will also tend to be procured more and hence will have high demand.
This helps to explain the assumption regarding the relationship between the pairs of attributes "demand and essentiality" and "demand and criticality". Those items for which the value of the attribute desired fill-rate is very high will tend to be procured more and hence may tend to exhibit a higher annual demand. This helps to explain the assumption regarding the relationship between the attributes "average annual demand" and "fill-rate".
Based on the above assumptions a procedure was developed to randomly generate datasets with desirable characteristics based on a sequence of conditional probability distributions. Table 3 contains an example specification for generating attribute values for an inventory system. For example, in Table 3 , the attribute average annual demand is stratified into 3 strata ([1, 1000] low demand, [1000-5000] medium demand, [5000-10000] high demand). A probability distribution is specified across the strata (in this example it is equally likely (33%) to get demand from a particular stratum). Once the stratum is chosen, then the attribute value is randomly generated from the stratum using a uniform distribution over the stratum's range. This process continues for each of the other attributes.
Table 3 placed near here
For example, suppose the high average annual demand stratum was randomly selected, to generate the lead-time, one of the strata for the lead-time values must then be chosen.
Once that stratum is chosen, a value for the lead-time is then drawn. The strata and allocation of probability across the strata were set based on the previously described intuitive assumptions. For example, the low stratum for lead-time has an 80% chance of being selected for high demand items. Thus, the procedure will tend to generate high demand items with low lead-time values. Other strata for the attributes criticality, size, weight, and fill-rate were also used, but not shown here due to limitations on space.
It should be clear that this procedure will not represent any particular real inventory system (and readers may question the ultimate validity of the assumptions);
however, that is not the point. The point is to be able to generate reasonable large-scale datasets (with some control over their properties) such that a relative comparison between the segmentation methods can be examined. In the experiments, different allocations for the conditional probability distributions for the strata as well as ranges for the strata were examined to attempt to mimic different kinds of inventory systems. Such a data generation procedure is necessary in order to allow experimentation involving such factors as the type of inventory system, number of items, etc. as well as to gain some understanding into the importance of various attributes during the clustering procedure.
While it may be preferable to test on real data sets, real data sets do not permit easy control over a wide range of attribute values. To our knowledge, no such data generation procedure is described elsewhere in the literature. The procedure used in this research represents a first step at developing an important component for testing algorithms and methods for large-scale inventory systems. Once datasets can be generated, experimental analysis of the effect of the segmentation strategies can be completed.
Screening and Segmentation Experiments
In order to examine the effectiveness of the MIGP and GMIIP procedures a two-phase The key responses to be considered during both phases are:
• Penalty cost -The total inventory cost increase due to setting the policies based on a segmentation strategy.
• Execution time -The time to execute the policy setting algorithm.
• Average fill rate -The average fill rate achieved for the items.
• Customer wait time -The average customer wait time achieved for the items.
Penalty cost, average fill rate, and customer wait time provide insights into the trade-offs for cost and service due to the application of the segmentation techniques. Execution time provides a surrogate for ease in managing the items.
Screening Experiments and Results
Because the purpose of the experiments is to screen factors, only the MIGP procedure was analyzed. In this analysis, the following factors are of interest:
• Algorithm based factors: number of clusters, clustering algorithm, group policy deciding criteria. For number of clusters, the levels are high [80% of the total number of SKU's in the data set], and low [20% of the total number of SKU's in the data set]. For the clustering algorithm the UPGMA method was compared to the K-means method. For the group policy deciding criteria, using the mean of the group is compared to using the median of the group for policy setting was compared.
• Attribute based factors: unit cost, average annual demand, replenishment leadtime, mean lead-time demand, variance of lead time, essentiality, criticality, item size, item weight, desired fill rate. For these factors, the levels are simply the presence or absence of the factor during the application of the segmentation procedure.
The algorithm-based factors can provide for an understanding of how the cluster algorithm factors affect the responses. The attribute-based factors indicate which attribute may be important to include in the clustering. It is important to note that the analysis shown here is illustrative and that an organization planning on applying segmentation techniques should do such a screening experiment to determine the factors to consider for their specific situation. The results presented here should provide guidance during that application.
There are a total of 13 factors. Thus, for screening purposes, a fractional factorial design approach was used. A 2 resolution IV design (1/64 fraction with 128 runs, 1 replicate per run) was chosen. This provides a clean estimate of the main effects assuming that three way interactions and above are negligible. The experiments were applied to two different datasets containing 10,000 SKUs. The datasets were generated using the aforementioned data generation methodology to represent two different systems (one consumable and one repairable). The observed values of responses for each of the design points were analyzed using the Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) package by examining the ANOVA results. Table 4 presents a summary of the results for each of the factors. In the table, a "+" indicates that the factor had a positive effect on the response, "-" indicates that the factor had a negative effect on the response, and a blank cell indicates that the factor was not significant. The significance was tested using a type 1 error of 0.05.
The results of the analysis mostly confirm intuition concerning the experiments. criterion has an effect on the penalty cost and fill rate for consumables, and on penalty cost, fill rate and customer wait time for repairable items. Switching from the mean to the median increases the penalty cost.
The attribute-based factors have mixed results. As expected, the unit cost, demand, lead-time and mean lead-time demand affect the penalty cost as well as the fill rate and customer wait time. Recall that for attribute based factors, the presence or absence of the attribute is being tested within the clustering algorithm. Since the policy setting algorithm relies heavily on these attributes it should be natural that they have an effect. The other attributes indicate no effect, except in the case of criticality, item size, and item weight for customer wait time. This is an artifact of the assumptions used the generate the data which cause items with similar characteristics to be grouped together, even though these attributes are not involved in the policy setting algorithm.
Based on the ANOVA results (not shown here), the following algorithm-based factors were selected for phase 2 analysis: number of clusters, group policy deciding criteria, and algorithm type. When applying the clustering procedure a set of attributes must be selected. Using the results of phase 1, the following attribute-based factors: unit cost, lead-time, mean lead-time demand, essentiality, criticality, and size were selected.
These selections were based on the significance and magnitude of the effect within the consumable and repairable system experiments. The unit cost, lead-time, and mean leadtime demand clearly showed some effect across the cases. The effect of essentiality, criticality, and size was marginal; however, they were included because their presence or absence would not have much effect but possibly change the groupings.
Combined Response Experiments and Results
The purpose of the combined response experiments is primarily to understand the effect of the number of clusters, group policy criterion, and clustering algorithm on the behavior of the MIGP and GMIIP procedures and how they compare to applying ABC analysis.
In the conventional inventory classification technique of ABC analysis, the inventory items are divided into three operational groups "A", "B" and "C". This classification is based on the cost and average annual demand of the inventory items.
Within a segmentation context, we assume that a particular group shares a common inventory policy. The class "A" items are supposed to be 20% out of the total and account for 80% of the annual dollar usage. The class "B" items are supposed to be 60% out of the total and account for 15% of the annual dollar usage. The class "C" items are supposed to be 20% of the total and account for 5% of the annual dollar usage. Thus, by using common policies for items in each of these three groups, more emphasis and attention is given on those items that are important.
As shown in the previous section, the screening experiments demonstrated that there exists trade-offs between the responses (penalty cost, fill rate, customer wait time, and execution time) for the various factors when segmentation is applied. Because of this, the individual responses were prioritized and combined into a single overall response so that recommendations based on the importance of the responses to an inventory manager can be developed.
The combined response was formulated as follows. Let 
It is important to note that because of the loss of identity caused by grouping, the values observed for the responses cost, fill rate, and customer wait time will be inferior to the solution obtained by using the MIIP approach. The execution time for policy calculations will be reduced because of using the inventory segmentation approach and hence the values observed for the response execution time should be superior to those observed by using the MIIP approach. Hence, for the responses cost, fill rate, and In the final experiments, looking for a factorial combination that tends to minimize the combined response function will be useful. Thus, for a given set of priority values for the four responses, a recommended strategy for inventory segmentation for a
given type of inventory system may be obtained. The following cases were considered when comparing the MIGP, GMIIP, and ABC segmentation techniques.
• Case 1: Cost has the highest priority, with all other responses being equally important To examine the types of recommendations that may be made for typical repairable items inventory system, a repairable system dataset containing 10000 items was generated.
Then, a set of experiments as outlined in Table 5 was performed for each of the segmentation methods for which € D j k (k = MIGP, GMIIP, ABC) was determined. Given the number of factors and levels, there are 64 runs. Two replicates per run were used for the analysis. Finally, the resulting response surface model for each segmentation method was examined to determine the set of levels that resulted in the smallest value of the combined response function for each of the five priority cases.
Table 5 placed near here
As seen from the Table 5 , the factor "Number of Clusters" was tested for eight different levels. These levels indicate the number of clusters or inventory groups to be formed. For example the level "10%" means that the number of inventory groups formed is 10% of the total number of items present in the inventory system. Thus, the experiments range from a very low number of inventory groups or clusters (10%) to a very high number of inventory groups or clusters (80%). Four different levels for the factor "Group Policy Criteria" were selected. These levels include the mean, median, minimum and the maximum group policy deciding criteria. For the clustering algorithm the UPGMA and the Ward's Minimum Variance clustering algorithm available in SAS were selected. Table 6 summarizes the recommendations based on the experiments. The results indicate that the attributes unit cost, lead time, mean lead time demand, essentiality, criticality, and size should all be included in the segmentation process. In addition, in all cases the UPGMA clustering method should be used. If low cost is the most important supply chain goal then there should be a high number of groups (at least 60%) and that the minimum of the group should be used as the group policy deciding criteria. If execution time is more important then there should be less groups and the mean of the group should be used as the group policy deciding criteria. It is interesting to not that the maximum should be preferred for the group policy deciding criteria when the supply chain goal is focused on customer service (i.e. fill rate and/or customer wait time).
Table 6 placed near here
Because of the complex nature of the inventory segmentation problem it is difficult to achieve an effective trade-off between the managerial convenience due to inventory classification and the penalty incurred due to the loss of identity. Hence every inventory segmentation strategy will have its own advantages and disadvantages. It is important to choose an inventory classification technique that is best suited to the type of inventory system under consideration. The purpose of the comparison between the three inventory classification techniques is to develop the relative advantages and disadvantages of each of these techniques from the perspective of important performance metrics. Next, the experiments conducted for this comparison and analysis of the results is discussed. values represent the non-segmented solutions and thus the best that can be achieve. In terms of all the performance measures (penalty cost, fill rate, and customer wait time) the GMIIP approach does the best because it assigns the policies individually. The ABC approach is the least preferred in terms of these performance measures. Figure 1 illustrates the execution time for the sample problems. It is observed that the MIGP segmentation methodology takes longer to calculate group policies than both the GMIIP and the ABC analysis techniques. This is also an intuitive result as the number of groups for which we need to calculate inventory policies is highest in case of the MIGP Table 8 summarizes the results based on the supply chain goals. These recommendations are based on the results obtained by comparing the performance of these three techniques.
It is important to choose the right type of inventory segmentation methodology that suits the goals of the supply chain under consideration. Also, the feasibility of using these methods has to be evaluated. Hence we recommend the best and also the second best inventory segmentation technique for the supply chain goals considered.
Table 8 placed near here
These recommendations can be used in combination with the recommendations to choose the inventory segmentation technique. Thus a strategy can be developed that helps to choose an inventory segmentation technique and further helps to arrive at a recommended combination of factors in the inventory segmentation process. This can help in finding an effective trade off between the managerial convenience and the loss of identity in the process of inventory classification.
Summary and Future Work
This paper presented techniques that can help achieve an effective trade off between the managerial convenience and penalty cost in the inventory classification or segmentation process. It is very important to state here that managerial convenience is a highly subjective term and hence the results of an inventory segmentation process will depend on the expectations of the manager. Because of this, the research recommends strategies for inventory segmentation when different supply chain goals are important.
The primary focus of the work is in analyzing the impact of segmentation strategies for large-scale, multi-item inventory systems. The basic idea is to segment or group the items so that the items can be more easily managed, especially with regards to setting the inventory policies for the items. Statistical clustering techniques were examined to determine the effect of using different attributes within the clustering procedures and the resulting performance of the inventory policy settings. A new data generation procedure was developed and used to generate large-scale data sets for use during the experiments.
Two new approaches to the setting of the policies were developed and analyzed. The
Multi-Item Group Policy (MIGP) procedure sets a policy for the group of items, such that all items in the group use the same policy parameters. This reduces the computations to set the policies significantly, but also causes a lack of identity for the items and a resulting lack of performance when compared to individual policy setting procedures.
The Group Multi Item Individual Policy (GMIIP) procedure uses the resulting groups to set the policies of the individual items within the groups. This results in more computation but policies that are significantly closer to individually determining the policies for each item. The ABC approach to classifying the items was also compared to the MIGP and GMIIP procedures. The experimental results show that the MIGP and the GMIIP inventory segmentation techniques outperform conventional inventory classification technique like ABC analysis both from the perspective of achieving cost as well as service oriented goals of the supply chain. Given a specific target of penalty cost and managerial convenience (preferred number of inventory groups to be managed) the MIGP and GMIIP techniques hold the potential to achieve the desired performance metrics for different types of inventory systems.
This research has established and tested a basic, generic framework to handle the challenging task of inventory classification. There are many aspects of this framework that can be further refined. In the MIGP and GMIIP inventory segmentation techniques, the items are grouped and the policies are set (either individually or for the group). There is a need to formulate an optimization model that combines the grouping and policymaking processes at the same time. Such an optimization model may help to explicitly capture the trade-offs between cost and service that result from the grouping processes.
Finally, the ideas within this paper could be extended to the application of segmentation techniques on large-scale multi-item multi-echelon inventory systems, where the policy setting process is significantly more complicated. 
